
EDUCATION

I'm a Full Stack Developer skilled in JavaScript, TypeScript, Flutter, Tailwind CSS, React, Next.js,
Node.js, Express, NoSQL, SQL, and Puppeteer. I write clean and scalable code, and I stay up-to-
date with the latest technologies to deliver innovative solutions.

I run a Blog and YouTube Channel where I teach concepts about programming and web
development in general.
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SKILLS

www.usmans.me

blog.usmans.me/@MaxProgramming

contact@usmans.me

Surat

Languages: JavaScript, TypeScript, Dart

Frontend: React, Next.js, Flutter

CSS: Tailwind CSS, Chakra UI, Mantine

Backend: Node.js, Express, Nest.js, Prisma ORM

Database: MongoDB, SQL, Supabase, Firebase

Other: Puppeteer

PROJECTS

Community Project - Play Store & App Store
Masjid Near Me App

A mobile app built with Flutter that allows users to see the timings of Azan and Jamaat of Masjids in
Surat city.

Freelance Project - Screenshots
Prompt - Issue Management Web App

An Issue Management Web Portal for an IT solutions company (name intentionally omitted) to track and
create client issues, comment on them, and search them by client name. Additionally, a work-in-
progress page to see what issues are being worked on for how long.

http://www.usmans.me/
http://blog.usmans.me/
https://youtube.com/@MaxProgramming
https://openinapp.co/Namazapp
https://apps.apple.com/app/masjids-near-me/id1667731946
https://dub.sh/promptsnaps


Freelance Project
WhatsApp REST API

A REST API that uses WhatsApp Web in the background to send messages programmatically. Made for
an IT Company (name intentionally omitted) for them to integrate it into their software to send
WhatsApp messages programmatically.

Personal Project - GitHub Repository
Memoriez

Memoriez is a web app where users can maintain their journal and diary entries. They can add cover
images, tags etc to their diary entries. More on blog.usmans.me/memoriez

Personal Project - GitHub Repository
Easy Pastes

Easy Pastes is a web app where users can easily paste some code they want to share with someone with
syntax highlight and even if they want to make it public, they can do so to show other people. More on
blog.usmans.me/easypastes

Hacktoberfest Project Finder

A website for developers to find open-source GitHub projects to contribute to in Hacktoberfest. It has
features of search, sort by factors, find by language, etc.

Personal Project - https://finder.usmans.me

AliExpress Order Extractor & Google Sheets Integration

A web scraper built with Node.js and Puppeteer to log in user, extract each of their order information,
tracking information and update a Google Sheet using the Sheets API every few hours automatically.

Freelance Project

DMT Poster Image Generator

A web app that generates a poster for the latest DMT Community's programme for people to create
posters with their images and share them.

Community Project - https://card.usmans.me

ACHIEVEMENTS

Winner in Clerk x Hashnode Hackathon

Award for Best Solution Creating Impact on Academics in Creato

Hackathon 2023 at BBIT University, Anand

Participated in Nativebase x iNeuron Hackathon, CHARUSAT Hackathon,

Linode x Hashnode Hackathon, Netlify x Hashnode Hackathon etc.

https://github.com/max-programming/memoriez
https://blog.usmans.me/memoriez
https://dub.sh/promptsnaps
https://github.com/max-programming/easypastes
http://blog.usmans.me/easypastes
https://finder.usmans.me/
https://finder.usmans.me/
https://card.usmans.me/
https://townhall.hashnode.com/clerkdev-hashnode-hackathon-winners#:~:text=%2D%20Created%20by-,Usman%20Sabuwala,-.
https://nativebase.io/hackathon
https://clubgamma.github.io/pythakon/
https://townhall.hashnode.com/build-with-linode-hackathon-june-2022
https://townhall.hashnode.com/netlify-hackathon

